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Abstract16

The location of mixing due to internal tides is important for both the ocean circulation17

as well as local biogeochemical processes. Numerous observations and modeling stud-18

ies have shown that submarine canyons may be regions of enhanced internal tide-driven19

mixing, but there has not yet been a systematic study of all submarine canyons resolved20

in bathymetric datasets. Here, we parameterize the internal tide-driven dissipation from21

a suite of simulations and pair this with a global high-resolution, internal tide-resolving22

model and bathymetric dataset to estimate the internal-tide driven dissipation that oc-23

curs in all documented submarine canyons. We find that submarine canyons dissipate24

a significant fraction of the incoming internal tide’s energy, which is consistent with ob-25

servations. When globally-integrated, submarine canyons are responsible for dissipat-26

ing 30.8-75.3 GW, or 3.2-7.8% of the energy input into the M2-frequency internal tides.27

This percentage of the internal tide energy that is dissipated in submarine canyons is com-28

parable to or larger than previous calculations using extrapolations from observations29

of single canyons.30

Plain Language Summary31

Internal waves, or waves that propagate in density layers below the surface of the32

ocean, are responsible for transporting a significant amount of energy throughout the33

ocean. When these waves break, they deposit their energy in local mixing events. Sub-34

marine canyons have been identified as a type of topography that leads to significant in-35

ternal wave-driven mixing. In this study, we use a global map of canyons, together with36

a high-resolution ocean model, to calculate the percentage of internal wave energy that37

is lost to mixing in submarine canyons. We find that a significant fraction of the inci-38

dent internal wave energy is lost within each submarine canyon. We then sum the en-39

ergy loss for all submarine canyons to calculate the amount of internal wave-driven mix-40

ing that occurs within canyons over the global ocean. We find that approximately 5%,41

a non-negligible amount, of the energy in the global M2-frequency internal wave field is42

lost in canyons. This percentage of the internal wave energy that is lost in submarine43

canyons is comparable to or larger than previous calculations using extrapolations from44

observations of single canyons.45

1 Introduction46

1.1 Internal Wave Dynamics47

Diapycnal mixing, or mixing across density surfaces, is important in sustaining the48

large-scale circulation of the ocean (Bryan, 1987; Wunsch & Ferrari, 2004). While there49

are a host of physical processes through which diapycnal mixing may occur, the break-50

ing of tidally-generated internal waves (internal tides) has been shown to be an efficient51

mechanism for diapycnal mixing in the ocean (Polzin et al., 1997; Munk & Wunsch, 1998;52

Egbert & Ray, 2000; Whalen et al., 2012; Waterhouse et al., 2014; Yi et al., 2017; de Lavergne53

et al., 2019; Vic et al., 2019). These waves efficiently transmit energy over ocean basins54

(Zhao et al., 2016), and deposit this energy to turbulent mixing where they break.55

The reflection of internal tides off topography has been identified as a particularly56

efficient driver of diapycnal mixing (Johnston & Merrifield, 2003; Klymak et al., 2011;57

Legg, 2014; MacKinnon et al., 2017) and depends on the slope criticality, which we de-58

fine as59

s =
| tanα|
| tan θg|

(1)

where α is the angle of inclination of the topography and θg is the angle of the group60

velocity vector, both taken relative to the horizontal. Numerous studies have suggested61
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that critical (s = 1) and near-critical slopes lead to enhanced levels of dissipation (Cacchione62

& Wunsch, 1974; Eriksen, 1982).63

1.2 Internal Wave-Driven Dissipation in Canyons64

Submarine canyons are regions of enhanced levels of internal tide-driven mixing due65

to both their geometry and their relative abundance, with over 10% of the continental66

slope intersected by canyons (Gordon & Marshall, 1976; Hotchkiss & Wunsch, 1982; Gard-67

ner, 1989; Petruncio et al., 1998; Codiga et al., 1999; Carter & Gregg, 2002; Bosley et68

al., 2004; Bruno et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2009a; Xu & Noble, 2009; Gregg et al., 2011; Hall69

& Carter, 2011; Kunze et al., 2012; Wain et al., 2013; Alberty et al., 2017; Nazarian &70

Legg, 2017a, 2017b; Waterhouse et al., 2017; Aslam et al., 2018; Hamann et al., 2021).71

Diapycnal mixing within canyons is important for a host of coastal processes (Cacchione72

et al., 2002; Leichter et al., 2003; McPhee-Shaw, 2006; Ramos-Musalem & Allen, 2019),73

and for the large-scale circulation of the ocean, as mixing at depth sustains the global74

overturning circulation (Munk, 1966; Melet et al., 2016).75

Prior observations and modeling studies have been useful in elucidating the phys-76

ical processes by which canyon-induced mixing occurs. Hamann et al. (2021) conducted77

a comparison of data collected at disparate canyons to consider the mechanisms by which78

enhanced dissipation occurs and, while there is a range of physical processes leading to79

turbulent dissipation, many of the canyons analyzed share the same reflection and dis-80

sipative processes as the modeling studies of Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b); namely81

reflection leading to a) scattering to higher modes and b) wave focusing. These processes82

are also consistent with additional idealized simulations of internal wave-driven mixing83

in Eel and Veatch Canyons (Nazarian, 2018) as well as a host of observations (Hotchkiss84

& Wunsch, 1982; Gardner, 1989; Petruncio et al., 1998; Codiga et al., 1999; Bruno et al.,85

2006; Lee et al., 2009a; Hall & Carter, 2011; Kunze et al., 2012; Wain et al., 2013; Al-86

berty et al., 2017; Waterhouse et al., 2017; Aslam et al., 2018; Hamann et al., 2021). While87

there are other dissipative processes observed in other canyons, such as a flow reversal88

in Ascension Canyon (Gregg et al., 2011) or standing wave structure in Eel Canyon (Waterhouse89

et al., 2017), dissipation due to internal tide scattering to higher modes and increased90

energy density due to wave reflection and focusing are likewise observed in these cases.91

Hence, while there are a host of processes by which internal tides may become unsta-92

ble and break in submarine canyons, reflection processes are one of the main mechanisms93

by which dissipation occurs, and will be the focus of this study.94

While prior studies have been informative regarding the physical processes by which95

internal tides break and lead to mixing within canyons, they have not provided a robust96

calculation of the globally-integrated mixing within canyons. Based on observations of97

Monterey Canyon, it was suggested that approximately 15 GW is dissipated in canyons98

(Gregg et al., 2005). Conducting such estimates of the global canyon-induced mixing from99

observations or modeling studies of single canyons is difficult, as canyons have variations100

in their shape and size, which may modulate their efficiency in inducing local dissipa-101

tion. Additionally, these calculations do not include information about the magnitude102

of internal tide energy incident at the canyon. Therefore, a calculation of dissipation within103

every submarine canyon is necessary to more accurately estimate the global fraction of104

canyon-driven dissipation due to internal tide reflection processes.105

1.3 Canyon Datasets106

Such a calculation, however, has not previously been conducted due to the limi-107

tations of prior bathymetric datasets. Specifically, Harris and Whiteway (2011) under-108

took a comprehensive identification (and subsequent analysis of the geometric param-109

eters) of submarine canyons using the ETOPO1 bathymetric dataset with a moderate110

resolution of 1 arc-minute. Based on their analysis, Harris and Whiteway (2011) iden-111
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tified 5849 separate, large-scale submarine canyons. While this study presented a sig-112

nificant step forward in creating an inventory of the global distribution of canyons, it still113

lacked the high resolution to identify smaller canyons, and incorrectly identified multi-114

ple, nearby canyons as one larger canyon.115

A follow-up study by Harris et al. (2014) utilized the Shuttle Radar Topography116

Mapping (SRTM) 30-arc second database (Becker et al., 2009) to conduct a global in-117

ventory of 29 unique geomorphic features, including submarine canyons. With the higher118

resolution, Harris et al. (2014) were able to identify more small- to moderate-sized canyons119

(9477 canyons in total), and significantly rectified the prior issue of grouping canyons to-120

gether. Over 50% of the canyons identified in Harris et al. (2014) were not identified in121

Harris and Whiteway (2011), lending support to the use of this improved geomorphic122

dataset. While this dataset may still be missing some small-scale submarine canyons,123

it has sufficient resolution to capture the vast majority of submarine canyons existing124

in the ocean and makes a calculation of internal tide dissipation for all submarine canyons125

possible.126

1.4 Physical Basis for Parameterization127

Our goal in this study is create an algorithm to determine the dissipation within128

each submarine canyon and to estimate the magnitude of the globally-integrated canyon-129

driven dissipation, using a global internal tide model. While previous studies have sought130

to understand the mechanisms by which remotely-generated, M2-frequency, normally in-131

cident internal tides break and mix in canyons, this study focuses solely on the appli-132

cation of these results to the global inventory of canyons. To do so, we use the results133

from the idealized simulations of Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b), which examined dis-134

sipation as a function of canyon geometric parameters. For a full description, we encour-135

age the reader to refer to the papers which are available as open access; here we sum-136

marize and synthesize the pertinent results to create a parameterization for this present137

work.138

In addition to diagnosing dissipative processes, Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b)139

explored the relationship between the internal wave-driven dissipation and several ge-140

ometric and wave parameters (canyon aspect ratio, ζ, canyon height, H, total ocean depth,141

D, canyon length, L, and the wavelength of the incident internal tide, λH). We express142

the canyon aspect ratio as143

ζ = tan−1(2L/W ) (2)

where W is the canyon width. Small values of ζ denote wide canyons while large values144

of ζ denote narrow canyons (see Figure 1 for a schematic of all geometric variables and145

Figure 5 for the range of ζ that occurs in nature). Two classes of idealized, V-shaped146

canyons were considered, differing only in sidewall steepness: near-critical slope canyons147

(with near-critical thalweg and supercritical sidewalls) and flat bottom canyons (with148

vertical sidewalls), both of which are illustrated in Figure 1.149

Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b) first conducted a parameter sweep over a range150

of aspect ratios (ζ). Both the turbulent dissipation and the divergence of the energy flux151

were calculated to determine the fraction (between 0 and 1) of the incoming internal tide’s152

energy that was lost to mixing (see Figure 6 of Nazarian and Legg (2017b)). In other153

words, they took the ratio of the energy lost (calculated from both the flux divergence154

and the explicitly diagnosed dissipation) in the simulation with canyon topography to155

the incident energy flux in the simulation without topography. For the purposes of the156

current study, we average the energy loss diagnostics (turbulent dissipation and diver-157

gence of the energy flux) for each class of canyon (near-critical slope canyon or flat bot-158

tom canyon) at every aspect ratio and fit the averages with a cubic spline so that we can159

calculate the relative energy loss as a function of aspect ratio, f(ζ), for any value of as-160

pect ratio, ζ. For clarity, we recreate Figure 6 from Nazarian and Legg (2017b) with the161
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Figure 1. Diagram of canyon topography to illustrate the geometric variables used in the

parameterization, including canyon height, H, depth D, width, W , length, L, and aspect ratio, ζ.

a) Near-critical slope and b) flat bottom canyon topography.
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Figure 2. Fraction of the incident internal tide energy loss in two classes of idealized canyons:

near-critical slope canyons (red) and flat bottom canyons (blue) as a function of the aspect ratio,

ζ, from Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b). The divergence of the energy flux (diamonds) and

turbulent dissipation (circles) are averaged at each value of ζ (squares) and fit with a cubic spline

to calculate f(ζ) for the global distribution of canyons (dashed line). We average the divergence

and dissipation values here since there was negligible conversion in prior idealized simulations

(see Figure 4 of Nazarian and Legg (2017b)).

cubic spline of relative energy loss fit, f(ζ), superimposed in Figure 2. In the idealized162

simulations of Nazarian and Legg (2017b), there was strong nonlinear refraction (see their163

Figure 15) of the incoming internal tide at high values of ζ, resulting in additional in-164

coming internal tide energy flux entering the canyon mouth at the expense of adjacent165

regions. This mechanism led to a value of the divergence of the energy flux scaled by the166

incoming energy flux in the absence of topography that exceeded unity; the dissipation167

however, was always less than or equal to the incoming flux. We only consider the cu-168

bic spline fit for the purposes of this study, and refer the reader to Nazarian and Legg169

(2017b) for a full discussion of the energetics.170

In addition to considering the canyon aspect ratio (ζ) and sidewall steepness (near-171

critical slope canyon and flat bottom canyon), Nazarian and Legg (2017a) further con-172

sidered the effects of canyon height, depth, length, and wavelength of the incident inter-173

nal tide. Note that while these parameters influenced the total turbulent dissipation oc-174

curring within/around the canyon, the physical processes by which this dissipation oc-175

curred did not change. The first set of sensitivity studies in Nazarian and Legg (2017a)176

showed that the spatial extent of instability, and therefore mixing, within canyons scales177

approximately linearly with the relative canyon height (see Figure 13 of Nazarian and178

Legg (2017a)). This increase is bounded, however, since i) the canyon height can never179

extend the overall depth of the water column, at which point none of the internal tide180

is able to propagate over the canyon onto the continental shelf and ii) for small canyon181

heights, little to no topographic reflection, and therefore dissipation, occurs. The phys-182

ical processes that lead to this scaling are elucidated using ray tracing; the wave rays are183

more likely to encounter the canyon walls for large canyons (large H/D) and ultimately184

dissipate, while wave rays are more likely to propagate onto the shelf without entering185

the canyon for small canyons (small values of H/D).186
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Similarly, the final sensitivity study of Nazarian and Legg (2017a) shows that the187

spatial extent of instability, and therefore mixing, within canyons scales approximately188

linearly with length (see Figure 14 of Nazarian and Legg (2017a)). Again, this increase189

is bounded, as the wavelength of the incoming internal wave also modulates the spatial190

extent of dissipation (Figure 14c of Nazarian and Legg (2017a)). Therefore, the spatial191

extent of instability, and thus total energy loss, also scales approximately like the ratio192

of the canyon length to the wavelength of the incident internal wave. Again, the ray trac-193

ing argument from that paper can be used to understand the physics; long canyons are194

more likely to have numerous reflections (large L/λH), whereas in small canyons the in-195

ternal tide is likely to propagate out of the canyon after one reflection (small L/λH). This196

length dependence was corroborated by Petruncio et al. (1998), Waterhouse et al. (2017),197

and Hamann et al. (2021) who observed enhanced dissipation within canyons due to stand-198

ing waves/seiches. In summary, Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b) provides the follow-199

ing information for a parameterization: the fraction of energy dissipated in a canyon de-200

pends on aspect ratio ζ (from Figure 2) and scales linearly with H/D and L/λH .201

1.5 Goals and Organization202

The goal of this paper is to provide a global estimate of internal tide dissipation203

in canyons, using a parameterization based on the Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b) re-204

sults and incorporating canyon geometry data and internal tide model data. In Section205

2, we use the previously summarized results from Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b) to206

construct the parameterization used in this study. Furthermore, we provide a descrip-207

tion of the various data used in the parameterization. We then discuss the results of this208

study in Section 3 and place them in the context of existing observations and our un-209

derstanding of global ocean mixing in Section 4.210

2 Methods and Data211

2.1 Parameterization212

To construct a parameterization of internal wave-driven dissipation in canyons, we213

utilize the aforementioned results from Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b). This param-214

eterization only includes the effects of reflection processes, namely scattering to higher215

wavenumbers and focusing, which are found to be the primary mechanisms for canyon-216

driven mixing in a number of observations and modeling studies. We propose that the217

total canyon-induced dissipation can be cast as218

E ∝

(
H

D

)(
L

λH

)
f(ζ) Fzi W (3)

where f(ζ) is the cubic spline of relative energy loss fit and Fzi is the depth-integrated,219

normally-incident internal tide energy flux (all geometric parameters, H, D, L, W , and220

ζ, are illustrated in Figure 1 for clarity). In other words, the first three terms of (3) de-221

termine the fraction of the incident internal tide energy that is dissipated in the canyon.222

When these terms are multiplied by the final two terms, which provide the rate of in-223

cident internal tide energy, we get the energy dissipated within the canyon. Specific val-224

ues of H/D = 0.50 and L/λH = 0.26 were used in the simulations of Nazarian and225

Legg (2017b) from which we obtained f(ζ), so we normalize (3) by these values to de-226

rive a parameterization in terms of variables H, D, L, and λH :227

E =
1

0.50× 0.26

(
H

D

)(
L

λH

)
f(ζ) Fzi W (4)

The total calculated energy dissipated in the canyon should never exceed the rate228

at which energy enters the canyon, so if the product of the first four terms in (4) exceeds229
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one, we set the product equal to unity (the condition is met for approximately 25% of230

the canyons included in this analysis). With this framework, we use existing data to de-231

termine the canyon geometric properties (H, D, L, ζ, and W ) and the incident inter-232

nal tide properties (λH and Fzi). Note that the fraction of the canyon-induced energy233

loss as a function of ζ, f(ζ), is different for near-critical slope and flat bottom canyons234

(as illustrated in Figure 2). The topographic variables that we utilize throughout this235

study, and described in the next section, are bulk quantities for entire canyons, so we236

are unable to calculate how the slope, and thus the criticality, vary throughout the canyon.237

We are therefore unable to quantify whether each canyon is a near-critical slope canyon238

or flat bottom canyon and instead complete our calculation of (4) twice; once assuming239

that all canyons are near-critical slope canyons and once assuming that all canyons are240

flat bottom canyons.241

2.2 Submarine Canyon Data242

Our parameterization requires topographic parameters H, D, L, W , and ζ (as stated243

in 1.3). We use the Harris et al. (2014) global seafloor geomorphic features map, which244

is derived from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mapping (SRTM) 30-arc second database245

(Becker et al., 2009). Only canyon bathymetry is considered. The canyon aspect ratio246

is calculated using (2), where both the width, W , and length, L, are directly calculated247

by Harris et al. (2014). The canyon height, H, is similarly calculated by Harris et al. (2014),248

but the depth, D, is not directly calculated in the seafloor geomorphic features map. To249

calculate D, we take the sum of one half of the canyon height, H, and the mean depth250

of the entire canyon, Dmean (i.e. D = 1
2H+Dmean). This provides the mean depth of251

the water column at the canyon which is consistent with the definition of D for this pa-252

rameterization.253

2.3 Internal Tide Fields254

In addition to the topographic data, internal tide fields are necessary to calculate255

the internal tide-driven energy loss in each canyon, as estimated in (4). Internal tide fields256

are calculated from a 1/25◦ global HYCOM simulation with realistic tidal, buoyancy,257

and wind forcing (Buijsman et al., 2020). HYCOM is chosen for this study because the258

HYCOM fields and diagnosed internal tide energy fluxes have been robustly validated259

against observations over a range of frequency bands (Arbic et al., 2010; Ansong et al.,260

2015, 2017; Arbic et al., 2018; Buijsman et al., 2020; Luecke et al., 2020). To conduct261

our analysis, we take the stratification and the M2 harmonically-fitted sea surface height262

amplitude for the first mode from the HYCOM simulations. All data is taken from two263

weeks in September 2016 (once the model has been spun up and in quasi-steady state,264

a period of a few years). We do not consider a longer time period due to data storage265

limitations (see section 2.1 of Buijsman et al. (2020)). Buijsman et al. (2020) show that,266

even for two weeks, there is good agreement between the HYCOM simulation and satel-267

lite altimetry. The effect of seasonal variability is not very large. Kaur and Buijsman are268

currently analyzing a time series with a duration of six years from an older 1/12◦ global269

HYCOM simulation (Shriver et al., 2012). They find that the seasonal variance in the270

stationary M2 internal tide sea surface height is on average 4.3% of the total variance271

for seafloor depths less than 2000 m and 6.3% for seafloor depths greater than 2000 m.272

These numbers are in agreement with Zaron and Egbert (2014), who found that about273

10% of the variance in the mode-1 phase speed of internal tides around the Hawaiian Ridge274

can be attributed to seasonal variability.275

While net fluxes from HYCOM could be taken from Buijsman et al. (2020), we cal-276

culate the incident flux using the plane wave fit methodology of Chiswell (2006) and Zhao277

et al. (2011) since our parameterization (4) defines Fzi as the normally-incident flux and278

not the net flux (we refer the reader to Figure 10 of Buijsman et al. (2020) for a diagram279

of the mode-1 net flux). The calculation of the depth-integrated energy flux involves three280
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principle steps. First we use real and imaginary components of the HYCOM steric sea281

surface height to find the amplitude (η) and direction of three largest amplitude M2-frequency282

internal tides at the location of each canyon mouth during the two-week period of the283

HYCOM simulation. This is an application of the plane wave fit that has been devel-284

oped by Chiswell (2006), Zhao et al. (2011), and Zhao et al. (2016) rather than a novel285

advancement of the methodology, so we refer the interested reader to these papers for286

full details regarding this step (a good illustration of the extraction process for the three287

largest amplitude M2-frequency internal tides is provided in Figure 2 of Zhao et al. (2016)).288

Second, we use the stratification at the canyon mouth to solve the Stürm-Liouville equa-289

tion (equation below) to solve for the mode-1 eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Third, we290

combine the eigenfunction with the wave amplitude to calculate the depth-integrated flux291

for each of the three most energetic waves. Based on these steps, this analysis only con-292

siders the mode-1, M2 frequency internal tides, consistent with the setup of Nazarian and293

Legg (2017a, 2017b) used to construct this parameterization.294

Mathematically, steps two and three of the process to estimate the depth-integrated295

energy flux are conducted as follow. We solve the Stürm-Liouvulle equation, which can296

be cast as297

∂2Φn(z)

∂z2
+
N2(z)

c2n
Φn(z) = 0 (5)

where z is the vertical coordinate, Φn(z) is the mode-n eigenfunction that describes both298

the vertical structure of displacement and vertical velocity, N2 is the density stratifica-299

tion, and cn is the mode-n eigenvalue (in this context, it is the mode-n eigenspeed). Bound-300

ary conditions of Φn(0) = Φn(−H) = 0, where H is the ocean depth, are used. The301

eigenspeed is related to the horizontal wavenumber by302

cn =

√
ω2 − f2
kn

(6)

where ω is the internal tide frequency, f is the Coriolis frequency, and kn is the mode-303

n horizontal wavenumber. Solving (6) for kn, the wavelength is calculated as λH = 2π/kn.304

Note that we are neglecting the influence of internal tide refraction due to ambient cur-305

rents and their shear (Duda et al., 2018); an estimate of the effects refraction due to cur-306

rents in HYCOM can be found in Buijsman et al. (2017).307

To prevent aliasing, we conduct the plane wave fit using a window of one wavelength308

in both longitude and latitude. If any of the gridboxes contain land, the algorithm shifts309

towards the open ocean until all grid boxes in the window contain ocean tiles, before con-310

ducting the plane wave fit. At each canyon, we input model stratification from the cen-311

ter of the window into (5) to solve for the mode-1 eigenfunction Φ1(z). The vertical struc-312

ture of displacement and vertical velocity, Φn(z), can be related to the vertical structure313

of baroclinic pressure and horizontal velocity, Πn(z), by314

Πn(z) = ρ0c
2
n

dΦn(z)

dz
(7)

where ρ0 is the reference density. The corresponding sea surface displacement, an, is cal-315

culated as316

an =
ηρ0g

Πn(0)
(8)

with η the amplitude of the mode-n internal tide calculated from the plane wave fit and317

g the acceleration due to gravity. Following the convention of LeBlond and Mysak (1978),318

the tidally-averaged potential and kinetic energies can be written as319

〈PE〉 =
a2n
4

k2n
(ω2 − f2)

∫ 0

−H

Π2
n(z)

ρ0
dz (9)

320

〈KE〉 =
a2n
4

k2n(ω2 + f2)

(ω2 − f2)2

∫ 0

−H

Π2
n(z)

ρ0
dz (10)
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Finally, the depth-integrated flux (in W/m) can be solved as Fz = cg〈PE+KE〉, which321

yields322

Fz =
a2n
2

ωkn
ω2 − f2

∫ 0

−H

Π2
n(z)

ρ0
dz (11)

This process is conducted for each of the three most energetic waves, resulting in three323

fluxes and three propagation angles at each canyon location.324

Since the depth-integrated flux calculated in (11) is not necessarily oriented along325

the canyon axis, we take the projection of each of the three energy fluxes (the direction326

of each wave is calculated in the plane wave fit) in the direction of the canyon axis to327

determine the incident depth-integrated energy flux (i.e. entering the canyon through328

the mouth), Fzi. This projection is required because (4) was created assuming the in-329

ternal tides are normally-incident. We then add the projected energy fluxes together from330

the three individual waves to get the total incident flux at the canyon mouth. Finally,331

this incident flux is multiplied by the canyon width, W , in (4) to calculate the total power332

available within each canyon for mixing (in units of W). We neglect 372 of the 9477 canyons333

from our analysis because these canyons are in shallow regions (defined by a depth less334

than 250 m) where the plane wave fit methodology is not particularly reliable (Zhao et335

al., 2011, 2016).336

3 Results337

Given the canyon geometric parameters and incident internal tide fluxes, we are338

able to calculate the total energy loss for each canyon. In order to understand how the339

individual terms of (4) impact the overall energy loss, we consider each of the terms in340

isolation before evaluating the product. While some of these variables are directly cal-341

culated by Harris et al. (2014), they are presented there as averaged quantities, and this342

analysis illustrates the range of each geometric parameter throughout the ocean.343

We begin by presenting PDFs of the submarine canyon height (Figure 3a) and canyon344

mouth depth (Figure 3b). Most canyons span a large vertical distance (many canyons345

have a vertical expanse greater than one kilometer; see Figure 3a) and reside in relatively346

deep water (a majority of the canyons have a depth greater than two kilometers; see Fig-347

ure 3b). Therefore, while many of these submarine canyons are incised in the continen-348

tal slope, they are open to the ocean interior at depth.349

We now consider the first term of (4): the ratio of the canyon height, H (Figure350

3a), to the water column depth at the canyon, D (Figure 3b). Figure 3c illustrates that351

most canyons have a vertical extent that is approximately one-half of the total water col-352

umn height, which is consistent with the idealized canyons constructed in Nazarian and353

Legg (2017a, 2017b). Canyons with a ratio of H/D greater than one-half dissipate the354

same fraction or a larger fraction of the incoming internal tide energy flux than those355

of Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b), and are generally more favorable for dissipation,356

as dissipation scales like H/D.357

The second term of (4) compares the length of the canyon, L, to the horizontal wave-358

length of the incoming internal tide taken at each canyon, λH . The average value of the359

horizontal wavelength at submarine canyons in the high-resolution HYCOM simulations360

is 118 km, which is comparable with previous observations of internal tides in the deep361

ocean having wavelengths at the M2 frequency of approximately 160 km (Rainville et362

al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2011; Ray & Zaron, 2016). The agreement between the wavelength363

at the canyons in this study and the observations of Rainville et al. (2010), Zhao et al.364

(2011), and Ray and Zaron (2016) is unsurprising since Figure 3b illustrates that canyons365

reside in relatively deep water. Figure 4 illustrates the PDF of values for L/λH for the366

distribution of global canyons. Note that the average value of L/λH for the global dis-367
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Distribution of submarine canyons based on (a) their height (H) as well as (b) the

depth of the canyon mouth (D), and (c) their relative height (H/D). The majority of canyons

span at least a kilometer in the vertical and reside in deeper waters. On average, canyons com-

prise one-half of the water column.
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Figure 4. Distribution of submarine canyons based on their relative length (L/λH). λH is

the incident internal wavelength at each canyon mouth. For the majority of canyons, the canyon

length is one order of magnitude smaller than the wavelength of the impinging internal tide.

tribution of canyons is comparable with that of Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b) and368

the distribution of L/λH is narrower than the distribution of H/D.369

In addition to the contribution of the canyon height and length to the fraction of370

internal tide energy dissipated, the canyon aspect ratio, ζ, contributes to the dissipation371

of incoming tides. In Figure 5 we present the occurrences of values of ζ for the global372

distribution of canyons. All canyons in the Harris et al. (2014) dataset have an aspect373

ratio greater than 60◦, indicating that canyons are relatively narrow. Based on the pa-374

rameterization presented in Figure 2, this would indicate that a significant fraction of375

the incoming internal tide’s energy is dissipated in the canyon, because f(ζ) is at a max-376

imum when ζ is large (i.e. narrow canyons) for both near-critical and flat bottom canyons.377

Now that we have considered all of the parameters that modulate the fraction of378

incoming energy lost in these canyons (the first three terms of (4)), we present global379

plots of the fractional energy loss for flat bottom and near-critical slope canyons in Fig-380

ures 6a and 6b, respectively. For the case of near-critical slope canyons (Figure 6b), there381

is a wide range of fractional energy loss that occurs; some canyons, such as those incis-382

ing the Hawaiian Ridge, dissipate approximately 30% of the incident internal wave, whereas383

other canyons, such as those along the East Coast of the United States, dissipate most384

(70-100%) of the incident internal wave. The assumption that all global submarine canyons385

are flat bottom canyons leads to a higher fractional energy loss throughout the ocean (Fig-386

ure 6a). The only difference in the two calculations presented in these plots is f(ζ), which387

is the energy loss function for near-critical slope and flat bottom canyons. The differ-388

ence between the fractional energy loss assuming all canyons are flat bottom canyons and389

assuming all canyons are near-critical slope canyons is presented in Figure 6c. On av-390

erage, the energy loss computed from a canyon under the assumption of flat bottom to-391

pography is 10-40% larger than the energy loss computed from a canyon under the as-392

sumption of near-critical slope topography. As previously stated, submarine canyons are393

neither perfectly flat bottom or near-critical slope, but conducting this analysis twice al-394

lows us to formulate a realistic range of internal tide energy dissipated in submarine canyons.395
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Figure 5. Distribution of submarine canyons based on their aspect ratio, ζ. The majority of

canyons are narrow. Based on the fit presented in Figure 2, this narrowness suggests that these

canyons may dissipate a significant amount of the incoming internal tide’s energy.

Before calculating the canyon-induced energy loss, we additionally consider the in-396

coming, depth-integrated internal tide flux at each canyon mouth, Fzi, as diagnosed from397

the plane wave fit of the 1/25◦ HYCOM simulation. The global map of mode-1, M2-frequency,398

depth-integrated flux is presented in Figure 7. We expect that regions of low flux will399

also be regions of low energy loss. We consider the internal tide flux and the total en-400

ergy loss at each canyon together in the analysis that follows.401

Based on the presented geometric variables and internal tide energy fluxes from HY-402

COM, we calculate the energy loss in individual canyons. Results are presented in Fig-403

ures 8a and 8b under the assumption that all canyons are either flat bottom or near-critical404

slope, respectively, and are plotted spatially to provide insight into the distribution of405

canyon-driven mixing. Note that the spatial pattern of dissipation is comparable between406

Figure 8a and 8b, but, on average, more energy loss is experienced when we assume all407

submarine canyons to be flat bottom canyons (Figure 8a) than when we assume all sub-408

marine canyons to be near-critical slope canyons (Figure 8b). Globally, if we assume all409

canyons have near-critical slope, we calculate approximately 43.8 GW of internal tide410

energy loss, while if we assume all canyons are flat-bottomed, we calculate approximately411

58.1 GW of internal tide energy loss. Considering the seasonal variability reported in sec-412

tion 2.3, the range of parameterized energy loss expands to 30.8-75.3 GW.413

Figure 8 illustrates that the magnitude of canyon-driven dissipation has a signif-414

icant spatial dependence. Canyons in low and mid-latitudes dissipate, on average, 107415

W, while canyons at high latitudes dissipate significantly less; approximately 104 W. These416

high latitudes are beyond the critical latitude (74.5◦) for mode-1, M2-frequency inter-417

nal tides and have a low incident flux as seen in Figure 7. Instead, these regions primar-418

ily have lower energy, high-frequency internal tides. Additionally, submarine canyons in419

the Mediterranean Ocean experience less dissipation than the global average due to the420

small local internal tide flux, which can likewise be seen in Figure 7.421

422
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Percent of the incoming internal wave energy dissipated in submarine canyons, as

calculated by the first three terms of (4) assuming that all canyons are (a) flat bottom canyons or

(b) near-critical slope canyons. (c) The difference in the percent of incident energy loss between

flat bottom and near-critical slope canyons.
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Figure 7. Incoming, mode-1, M2-frequency, depth-integrated internal tide flux at each canyon

mouth taken from high-resolution HYCOM simulation.

Table 1. Region-averaged percent of incident energy loss, absolute energy loss in GW, and

fraction of global energy loss in canyons. Results calculated by taking the average of the energy

loss diagnosed assuming all submarine canyons near-critical slope canyons or all are flat bottom

canyons.

% Incident Loss Absolute Loss (GW) % Global Canyon Loss

Arabian Sea 64 0.62 1.2
Arctic Ocean 38 0.02 0.04
Caribbean Sea 44 5.6 11
Indian Ocean 56 8.9 17
Mediterranean Sea 57 1.4 2.7
North Atlantic Ocean 63 3.5 6.8
North Pacific Ocean 59 6.7 13
Oceania and Asian Seas 49 17 33
South Atlantic Ocean 67 2.2 4.3
South Pacific Ocean 62 3.6 7.0
Southern Ocean 58 1.6 3.1

The parameterized canyon-driven dissipation rates are summarized by region in Ta-423

ble 1. The percent of the incident internal tide energy dissipated, the dissipation in GW,424

and the percent of dissipation relative to the global canyon dissipation is presented for425

each region. Values are presented as the average of the near-critical slope and flat bot-426

tom canyon calculations. Regions with a high percent of the incident internal tide dis-427

sipated, such as the South or North Atlantic, do not necessarily have the largest percent428

of canyon-induced dissipation globally since i) there are relatively few canyons in these429

regions and ii) the depth-integrated incident flux is relatively small in these regions (see430

Figure 7). Rather, regions with canyons that dissipate a smaller fraction of the incident431

internal tide but are more abundant and/or experience higher internal tide flux, are the432

primary contributor to internal tide dissipation.433
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Global distribution of canyon-induced energy loss under the assumption that all

submarine canyons are flat bottom canyons. When summed over the global ocean, these canyons

are responsible for dissipating 58.1 GW of energy from the internal tides. (b) Global distribution

of canyon-induced energy loss under the assumption that all submarine canyons are near-critical

slope canyons. When summed over the global ocean, these canyons are responsible for dissipating

43.8 GW of energy from the internal tides.
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Figure 9. Canyon-integrated turbulent dissipation (kW) as a function of area-integrated inci-

dent flux (kW). The dashed line represents the condition when all of the incoming internal tide

is dissipated in the canyon. Triangle markers represent plane wave flux calculation and corre-

sponding parameterized (P) energy loss (with error bars representing the range of energy loss for

near-critical slope and flat bottom canyons in addition to the seasonal variability) and diamond

markers represent flux and dissipation data from observations (O).

4 Discussion and Conclusions434

In order to test the robustness of our results, we compare energy loss calculated435

from five sets of observations with our parameterized energy loss following the frame-436

work of Hamann et al. (2021). Specifically, Hamann et al. (2021) used published obser-437

vations of the La Jolla Canyon System [117.3 W, 32.9 N] (Alberty et al., 2017; Hamann438

et al., 2021), Monterey Canyon [121.9 W, 36.8 N] (Wain et al., 2013), Ascension Canyon439

[122.5 W, 36.9 N] (Gregg et al., 2011), Eel Canyon [124.7 W, 40.6 N] (Waterhouse et al.,440

2017), Gaoping Canyon [120.2 E, 22.3 N] (Lee et al., 2009a), and Juan de Fuca Canyon441

[125.5 W, 48.0 N] (Alford et al., 2014) to compare the incoming internal tide flux and442

the canyon-integrated energy loss. We have replicated this observation-based estimate443

and superimposed the flux derived from our plane wave fit and the corresponding en-444

ergy loss diagnosed from our parameterization for the La Jolla Canyon System, as well445

as Monterey, Ascension, Eel, and Gaoping Canyons and present the results in Figure 9.446

We do not consider Juan de Fuca Canyon in our comparison since the observed energy447

loss in the canyon exceeds the incoming flux, which is not allowed in our parameteriza-448

tion. Error bounds for the parameterized energy loss are calculated as the sum of the449

seasonal variability, presented in section 2.3, and the difference in energy loss calculated450

between flat bottom and near-critical slope canyon by the parameterization in (4).451

For four of the five canyons that we consider, the plane-wave flux and parameter-452

ized canyon-integrated incident flux and energy loss are of the same order of magnitude453
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as the corresponding fields calculated from observations (Monterey, Ascension, Eel and454

Gaoping Canyons). The parameterized energy loss in Gaoping Canyon is consistent with455

observations, to within error bars, and the parameterized energy loss in Eel Canyon is456

nearly comparable with observations when including the error bars. For both Ascension457

and Monterey Canyons, the parameterized energy loss is within a factor of four of the458

observed energy loss without any consideration of the observational or model error. Ad-459

ditionally, both the parameterized and observed canyon-integrated energy for all canyons460

lie on or close to the one-to-one line, illustrating that almost all, if not all, of the incom-461

ing internal tide is dissipated within the canyon. Based on the data presented in Table462

1, most submarine canyons do not dissipate all of the incident internal tide, making these463

canyons particularly efficient. The La Jolla Canyon System is an outlier, for which our464

parameterization diagnosed an incoming flux and canyon-integrated dissipation that is465

one order of magnitude smaller than that observed. We hypothesize that this order of466

magnitude difference for the La Jolla Canyon System is due to the plane wave fit; no-467

tably, the plane wave fit technique has less skill in shallow water (Zhao et al., 2011, 2016).468

The mouth of the La Jolla Canyon System has a depth of approximately 500-600 m, the469

threshold at which the plane wave fit starts to fail, whereas the other canyons consid-470

ered here have depths approximately one kilometer or larger. Additionally, unlike the471

observations showing nearly 100% of the incoming energy being dissipated, the param-472

eterization prescribes only partial dissipation. This may be attributed to the modal struc-473

ture in La Jolla Canyon System. Observations show that the dominant modes are 2 and474

higher. If this were accounted for in the parameterization, the shorter horizontal wave-475

length would lead to a larger fraction of the incident energy being lost to local mixing.476

This failure of the plane wave fit at shallow canyons is not significant, however, since the477

vast majority of submarine canyons taken from the Harris et al. (2014) study have a canyon478

mouth depth exceeding 1 km (Figure 3b).479

To put this estimate of submarine canyon-driven mixing into the context of the global480

energy budget, we consider the total power in the internal tide field. Based on the high-481

resolution HYCOM simulations of Buijsman et al. (2020) approximately 970 GW of power482

is available in the global M2-frequency internal tide field for mixing (both low and high483

modes). Summing the dissipation occurring in all canyons and accounting for seasonal484

variability, we estimate a power loss of 30.8-75.3 GW which suggests that 3.2-7.8% of485

the M2-frequency internal tide field is dissipated within submarine canyons (all frequen-486

cies and all modes). Furthermore, we use the calculations of dissipation from the frame-487

work of de Lavergne et al. (2019) to consider the M2 component of the internal tides.488

In their framework, de Lavergne et al. (2019) calculate that 5% of the M2-frequency in-489

ternal tide field (modes 1-5) dissipates over shelves and 15% of the M2-frequency inter-490

nal tide field (modes 1-5) dissipates over critical slopes. Comparing these values to the491

estimate of 3.2-7.8% of the M2-frequency internal tide field dissipated in canyons sug-492

gests that canyons are just as important as shelves in dissipating the M2 internal tides493

and may account for a significant fraction of the dissipation due to critical slopes.494

The range of internal tide power dissipation in canyons presented here is higher than495

that extrapolated from single observations of canyons. While canyons on both coasts of496

the United States have a non-negligible energy loss, Figure 8 and Table 3 show that canyons497

in the Oceania region/Asian Seas and Indian Ocean are responsible for dissipating the498

most energy and canyons off both coasts of the United States dissipate, on average, less499

energy than the average dissipation of all canyons. This suggests that prior calculations500

of globally-integrated, canyon-induced energy loss based on observations of Monterey Canyon501

(Carter & Gregg, 2002; Gregg et al., 2005) may be underestimates of the total canyon-502

induced energy loss (they approximated 15 GW of energy input into the global internal503

tide field is dissipated in canyons, whereas our parameterization suggests that this value504

is close to 30.8-75.3 GW, which is two to five times larger than their estimate). While505

Monterey Canyon is more efficient at dissipating the incident internal tide (almost all506

of the incident energy is deposited to mixing), the depth-integrated flux is relatively small507
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compared to other regions of the ocean, which renders the dissipation in Monterey Canyon508

unrepresentative of the global mean. Therefore, while we expect the processes by which509

internal tides reflect off and mix in canyons from existing observations to be generaliz-510

able to the global distribution of canyons, our results suggest that canyon-integrated dis-511

sipation for observed canyons is lower than the global average.512

Our goal in this work has been to estimate the globally-integrated turbulent dis-513

sipation in canyons due to remotely-generated internal tides. While important, this is514

not the only dissipative mechanism in canyons, nor at the continental slope. Chief among515

the dissipative physical processes occurring in canyons that are missing from our param-516

eterization are locally-generated internal tides, supercritical bumps, flow separation, wind-517

driven upwelling, wave-wave interactions, nonlinear bores and fronts, warm core rings,518

among many others. While each of these processes may contribute to the total dissipa-519

tion occurring at each canyon, our goal here is to perform the first parameterization of520

canyon-induced mixing for all submarine canyons driven by breaking of incoming inter-521

nal tides, rather than accounting for every possible mechanism by which canyon-driven522

dissipation occurs. Additionally, while the canyon-driven dissipation we have diagnosed523

here is a significant process through which dissipation of internal tides occurs at the con-524

tinental slope, it is not the only dissipative process. As diagnosed by Kelly et al. (2013)525

and de Lavergne et al. (2019), scattering off the continental slope, shoaling, and wave-526

wave interactions are additional significant contributors to dissipation at/on the conti-527

nental slope/shelf. Nevertheless, the dissipation due to remotely-generated internal tide528

reflection processes in canyons is non-negligible, and serves as one of many processes by529

which mixing occurs at the ocean margins.530

Although the range of global canyon-driven dissipation computed here is compa-531

rable to or larger than previous estimates, we anticipate that this range is an underes-532

timate. While the 30-arc second database used to identify canyons by Harris et al. (2014)533

is high resolution, it is insufficiently high to capture all open ocean canyons. Further-534

more, the idealized simulations of Nazarian and Legg (2017a, 2017b) show that, for canyons535

with large aspect ratio (ζ & 80◦), there is nonlinear refraction of the incoming inter-536

nal tide, such that there is an increased flux that enters the canyon mouth rather than537

reflecting off the abutting continental slope. For our narrowest canyons, this would in-538

crease the energy loss diagnosed from (4) because the product of depth-integrated flux539

and width, FziW does not take into account the additional flux into the canyon mouth540

due to this refraction. Taken together, these caveats indicate that we may be underes-541

timating the canyon-induced dissipation, which is done purposefully to give a conserva-542

tive estimate of canyon-induced dissipation.543

In this study, we have considered the magnitude of energy loss in submarine canyons544

due to the reflection of internal tides. Using a high-resolution global canyon dataset and545

a high-resolution tidal model, we have parameterized and calculated the energy dissi-546

pated in each submarine canyon due to the topographic scattering to higher modes and547

focusing of the impinging tides. By assuming that submarine canyons are either all near-548

critical slope canyons or all flat bottom canyons, we have estimated that submarine canyons549

are responsible for dissipating 30.8-75.3 GW of internal tide energy. Taken relative to550

the energy in the M2-frequency internal tide field, this is 3.2 to 7.8%. This range of canyon-551

induced dissipation is greater than estimates of globally-integrated dissipation from ob-552

servations of individual canyons (Carter & Gregg, 2002; Gregg et al., 2005) and suggests553

that canyons may be more important sinks of internal tide energy than previously thought.554

Given that the magnitude of dissipation calculated in this work is of the same or-555

der of magnitude as the dissipation due to locally-generated internal tides, which is al-556

ready included in ocean models, we expect that there will be implications for the mod-557

eled ocean state and mean circulation (Melet et al., 2016). Additionally, this work only558

considers the horizontal distribution of canyons and dissipation, and not the vertical dis-559

tribution of dissipation within the canyon. Future studies examining the vertical distri-560
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bution of dissipation within canyons will be essential, as the vertical distribution of dis-561

sipation is far more important for the large-scale ocean circulation and water mass trans-562

formation than the horizontal distribution of dissipation (Melet et al., 2016). Future work563

parameterizing the global dissipation due to all dissipative processes, including the canyon-564

induced component, is therefore paramount in the creation of more physical ocean mod-565

els (Eden et al., 2014; MacKinnon et al., 2017; de Lavergne et al., 2019).566
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